Chamilo LMS - Bug #8092
Public course with password -> password not recognized
17/02/2016 17:32 - Yannick Warnier

Status: Bug resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Angel Quiroz
Category: Course settings
Target version: 1.10.4
Complexity: Normal
Start date: 17/02/2016
Due date:
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 0.00 hour
SCRUM pts - complexity: ?

Description
See https://chamilo.org/forum/viewtopic.php?f=44&t=7445

Please add a Behat test to check that.

Associated revisions
Revision 553e0a96 - 17/02/2016 21:43 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix course settings form - refs #8092

Revision c68c83ef - 17/02/2016 21:44 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix checkbox - refs #8092

Revision 33fd9423 - 17/02/2016 23:08 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix Access to public course with password - refs #8092

Revision b385710a - 17/02/2016 23:08 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Add Behat test for check access to public course with password - refs #8092

Revision a7ce190b - 17/02/2016 23:11 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix course settings form - refs #8092

Revision f431e9b0 - 17/02/2016 23:11 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix checkbox - refs #8092

Revision bc0561e7 - 17/02/2016 23:12 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix Access to public course with password - refs #8092

Revision ddddcd82f - 17/02/2016 23:12 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Add Behat test for check access to public course with password - refs #8092

Revision f74e4d97 - 04/03/2016 16:39 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix pagination when try subscribe to course with password protection - refs #8092

Revision 44489fdd - 04/03/2016 16:41 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix pagination when try subscribe to course with password protection - refs #8092

Revision 4dd98a5d - 04/03/2016 16:51 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix pagination when try subscribe to course with password protection - refs #8092

History
#1 - 17/02/2016 17:32 - Yannick Warnier
- Description updated
Bug fixed
And Behat test added

#3 - 03/03/2016 17:21 - Yannick Warnier
- Assignee set to Yannick Warnier

#4 - 03/03/2016 23:07 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Assigned
- Assignee changed from Yannick Warnier to Angel Quiroz
- % Done changed from 90 to 70

Tested and approved BUT when you have more than 10 courses in the catalog (as a student) and you fail with the password, when clicking on the page "2" pagination button, you get a blank page.

#5 - 04/03/2016 16:53 - Angel Quiroz
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)
- % Done changed from 70 to 80

Fixed

#6 - 04/03/2016 19:18 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee set to Angel Quiroz
- % Done changed from 80 to 100

Tested and approved. Closing.